Games
Promise & Law Fish
What you need: Several sets of fish shaped cardboard
pieces, each with one part of the promise or one law written
on the reverse. These can be made as a separate craft
activity and laminated or covered with contact, 30cm pieces of
dowel or bamboo. String, Magnets and Paperclips.
Instructions: Put a paperclip onto the ‘nose’ of each
cardboard fish. Place cardboard fish into a pond (suitable
container depending on sized of group – an icecream
container or a wading pool). Tie string to end of 30cm sticks
and tie a magnet to the other end. Now fish for your Promise
and Law!

Why Not…
Play Team Games.
1. Team has to fish for a full set of Promise and Law putting it together as other
members fish out more sections. Each time a duplicate fish is found, the team has
to return it to the pond and miss a turn.
2. Teams play a form of ‘go fish’. Each team fishes out five fish and then asks the
team to the right for missing pieces. If the answer is ‘go fish’ they must fish out
another piece, If a team ends up without any pieces as they have put them
altogether, then the game is over and the team with the most complete Promise
and Law is the winner.
3. Have a Team relay – fishing rods are located at the pond. Players play version 1
above, but have the added challenge of having to run a distance to the pool and
run back with their ‘fish’ and tagging the next player in the team. More fun can be
added by constructing an obstacle course between players and the pool or
including a challenge such as keeping a balloon between your knees for the
distance!

